
 
 

GENERAL BODY MEETING WIE 
 
The first General Body Meeting of IEEE MVSR Women in Engineering Affinity Group was 

held on 9th September 2022. The main intention of this meeting was to plan and discuss the 

technical, non-technical and social events to be organised by the IEEE MVSR WIE Affinity 

Group for this academic year. 

 

 



 
 
 

Session Details: 

Date:9th September,2022 

Timings: 5:30 pm -6:30 pm 

Number of participants:8 

 

 

                                           First GBM of WIE Affinity Group 

 

The meeting was commenced by Ms. Navya Sree, Chairperson, IEEE MVSR SB WIE Affinity 

Group, by welcoming the newly formed ExCom members present in the meet and inviting Dr. 

D Hari Krishna, IEEE MVSR Student Branch counsellor and Mrs. G UshaSri, WIE Student 

Branch Advisor. Later, the session was handed over to Dr. D Hari Krishna, IEEE MVSR 

Student Branch counsellor, who addressed the gathering and discussed the purpose of the meet. 

He also spoke about the speakers for various sessions to be conducted. He said that a total of 

at least 6 events should be planned by WIE Affinity Group. He suggested the team to dedicate 

a person to check for available awards for WIE. He also advised the team to plan a STAR 

program, which is a social event to visit government educational institutions and empower the 

students regarding studies, technology, menstrual health and self-defence. Then, Mrs. Ushasri, 

WIE Student Branch Advisor congratulated the newly elected members of WIE Affinity Group 



and suggested them to take the responsibilities of the role and stay active during the tenure. 

She then talked about the importance of WIE in IEEE and in the campus. 

 

Later, Ms. Navya Sree presented the proposed events. Various workshops and events to be 

conducted were discussed which included social activity events, workshops, seminars, 

hackathons and others. And a few events were planned, such as IEEE XTREME TRAINING 

SESSION which is an event to introduce students to IEEE Xtreme along with a hands-on 

training session for students participating in IEEE Xtreme 2022 in collaboration with IEEE 

MVSR CS Student Chapter.  

 

Other events like Competitive coding, to enhance student’s coding skills, Career guidance 

program-to help students carve a path for their future, resume building session-to guide 

students on how to build a resume, an Ideathon on Women Health, security and education on 

Women’s Day, Workshop on Deep Learning and CNN, a Social Event like Sanitary napkin 

distribution drive, Menstrual hygiene awareness, a workshop on Self defence and other events 

were discussed and planned.    

 

 

                Ideas for WIE events 2022-2023 
 
Followed by this, WIE members came up with their ideas of organising competitions and 

different events. Ms. Mrudula, Secretary, IEEE MVSR SB WIE, proposed a ‘Hackathon for 

women’ to be conducted before Women’s Day with the aim to help women in engineering to 

showcase their coding skills and to help them face real time technical challenges. Ms. Ujwala, 

Joint Secretary, IEEE MVSR SB WIE, proposed a semi technical event, ‘Share thoughts’, an 



event to share and discuss on the biggest challenges faced by women in the field of engineering. 

Ms. Varshini, Treasurer, IEEE MVSR SB WIE, proposed ‘workshops on Cyber Security and 

Internet of Things’. Ms. Anoushika, Women in Computing, came up with a semi technical 

event to teach technical studies to Government school students and a fun event ‘Jigsaw puzzle’ 

to create awareness about IEEE for first year students. 

 

After an interactive session of discussing versatile events and seeking advice and suggestions 

from Dr. D. Harikrishna and Mrs. G Ushasri to push the affinity group to greater heights, 

positive spirit was boosted among the ExCom members. 

         
                      IEEE MVSR WIE GB 
 
Vote of Thanks by Ms. Rithika, Vice Chairperson, IEEE MVSR SB WIE marked the end of 

the meeting. 

List of Attendees :  
S.NO Name of the participant Roll No IEEE ID 
1 Dr D.Hari Krishna Faculty 90436180 
2 Ms. G. Usha Sri Faculty 98612138 
3 S. Navya Sree 2451-19-737-010 97272282 
4 T. Rithika 2451-19-737-019 97272172 
5 Mrudula 2451-20-733-032 97489032 
6 K. Ujwala 2451-20-737-148 97508428 
7 Narsing Varshini 2451-19-734-018 97834773 
8 Anoushika 2451-20-733-037 98196593 
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